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The mainstream of the US capitalist class has 
partially lost control over their president, one who puts 
his own, individual financial interests ahead of the 
global interests of US capitalism. This means possibly 
the greatest political crisis for the US capitalist class 
since the US Civil War. In part, this loss of control flows
from their declining influence in US society in general. 
Their plan - to install Jeb Bush as the next president 
(how quickly he’s been forgotten!) - crashed and burned
before it could even leave the launch pad. Their fallback 
plan - to install Hillary Clinton - also fizzled.

The support for Trump among some workers is 
based on the historic lack of a mass working class 
political party in the US. His election is also a serious 
defeat and is a crisis for the US working class. (A 
Clinton victory also would have been a defeat, although 
slightly less serious.) Like any working class, the US 
working class has all sorts of contradictory tendencies 
in its history. There is a tremendous history of struggle 
and class solidarity in the US working class history; 
there is also a history of racism, chauvinism and a 
tendency to fall for all sorts of simplistic, in fact 
downright crackpot schemes. 

Weakness of US Capitalist Class
The election of Trump represented the 

weakening of the US capitalist class, as the collapse of 
their plans for Jeb Bush and then Hillary Clinton 
shows. It also represented the general absence of the US
working class as a coherent political force.

In normal times, the capitalist class can 
exercise their influence through their mass media, for 
one thing. But, as an indication of the lack of control of 
the class itself, trust in the capitalist mass media fell to 
a historic low of 32% by last September.1  

Part of the reason the capitalist class did not 
want Trump elected was his calls for protectionism. 
Once set in motion, they figured it would be hard to 
back off of those calls (although Trump seems to have 
pulled it off for now). Another part was that they did not
want the racist pot to boil over; they preferred it to 
continue simmering on the back burner. Also, they 
weren’t sure they would be able to control this neurotic 
lunatic who’s incapable of even listening. Finally, and of
great importance, was Trump’s links to the Russian 

1http://www.gallup.com/poll/195542/americans-trust-mass-media-
sinks-new-low.aspx 

oligarchs/mafiosa, as we will explain. President Trump 
has increased the weakness of the influence of the 
mainstream of US capitalism over US society.

Why Trump Was Elected
How did it come about that millions of working 

class voters voted for this billionaire huckster?
This writer had an interesting conversation 

with one such voter, a middle age white restaurant 
worker who was planning on voting for Trump. When 
Trump’s racist comments were raised, this worker 
agreed that they were indefensible, “but we just can’t 
have four more years of the same,” he kept saying. His 
only objection to Jill Stein of the Green Party was that 
“she can’t win.”

A similar picture is given by an article in the 
Guardian newspaper (6/4/2017). It describes two 
young white women restaurant workers in Kentucky 
who got into a conversation with Matthew Heimbach, 
the leader of the racist, fascist “Traditionalist Workers 
Party” when that leader came into the restaurant to eat. 
One of these young women had voted for Trump and 
both of them liked what Heimbach said about 
“globalization” and the like. At the same time, one has 
brothers who are mixed race. ‘“If they’re saying they 
want an all-white community, where would my brother 
go?” she said. She was appalled by the idea of 
segregation.’” 

In both cases, there is clearly a disconnect. 
These workers, who do not agree with open racism, are 
willing to accept it in Trump, based on their thought 
that he will improve their situation. This is an illusion at
best. No politician or movement can improve the 
situation for workers if it accepts or, even worse, 
promotes such forms of bigotry. Just the opposite - 
especially in this period, it will only make the situation 
worse, as Trump is in the process of proving. They will 
divide, confuse and weaken the working class, and 
weaken the only mass working class organizations in 
the US - the unions. It is certain, for example, that for 
all his bluster about “jobs”, etc., Trump will join with 
the rest of the Republicans in helping promote union 
busting in one form or another. And to the degree that 
he has succeeded in promoting selfishness, 
individualism and also bigotry - to that same degree the 
working class will be very much weakened in stopping 
him and the other capitalist politicians. To the extent he
is promoting science denialism he is weakening the 
ability of some workers to even think clearly at all.

Lack of Working Class Party
There is another factor in the equation, though, 

one which is so loud and constant that the great 
majority of people never hear it: The historic absence of 
a mass working class political party in the US. This 
absence is both a result and a partial cause of the 
relatively low level of class consciousness in the United 
States. (It’s completely false that class consciousness 
does not exist, but it is lower than in other 
industrialized capitalist countries.) With such a party, 
there is a tendency for all issues to be posed from the 
class perspective - how does any particular issue affect 
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the working class? How can the working class, as a 
class, resolve the issue in its interests? A mass workers 
party also gives the more conscious and determined of 
the working class a place to go to, to organize through.

It is the historical absence of such a party that 
opened the door for millions of workers - especially 
white workers - to express their anger and alienation 
through support for such reactionary racists as Trump. 
We are seeing this phenomenon globally, in both more 
and less extreme forms, including through Golden 
Dawn in Greece and other racist and chauvinist groups 
throughout Europe, the election of the Hindu bigot 
Narendra Modi in India, and even, in its own form, 
through the rise of the Islamic State.

Racism and Other Forms of Bigotry
Finding no other outlet, millions of US workers 

turned to Trump and his racism and chauvinism 
instead of turning to the fight against the real enemy: 
The capitalist class.  Instead, these millions - a minority 
but nevertheless a large minority - fell for Trump’s 
promise to “make America great again”. They have also 
at least found acceptable, and at most outright 
supported, open racism and bigotry, and violent attacks 
on those who oppose Trump.

Environment and Science Denialism
US capitalism has long

encouraged denial of science by
conceding to at least and
encouraging at worst
fundamentalist Christianity.
Then there is also the wings of
US capitalism, such as the oil
industry - Exxon in particular -
which have funded denialism
as far as global climate change.
Take for, example, the so-
called “debates” between
Clinton and Trump. Not one
single question was raised
about Trump’s denial of global
warming, nor did Clinton ever
raise it on her own. If she
raised it on her own outside the
“debates” it was not recorded.

This sort of denialism is linked to the drive to 
remove the limits to which the capitalists can go in 
destroying the environment, also known as 
deregulation. Both Clinton and Trump agreed that some
deregulation is “necessary” although Trump went much 
further. 

Although US capitalism has no intention of 
seriously sacrificing its short term profits for the benefit
of the environment, still overall it needs to foster some 
respect for scientific thinking, at least to a limited 
extent. Just like on the issue of racism, what Trump has 
done is carry the rejection of science to extremes far 
greater than anything that the mainstream of the US 
capitalist class deems useful or positive. This sort of 
denialism of science is as great a threat as is the 
increased bigotry or the economic and political attacks 

on the working class as a whole.

Falling Living Standards
Much has been written about the stagnating 

living standards in the US, and there is no need to 
repeat it all here, except to say that it is actually much 
worse than the official statistics show. That’s because 
under Bill Clinton the way of measuring inflation was 
changed to vastly underestimate it. So real prices have 
gone up much faster over time than the new way of 
measuring it claims.2 (Look at the graph below.) 
Consider:

The average rent in Oakland as of May of 2017 
was $2,424 for a one bedroom apartment and about 
$3,100 for a two bedroom apartment.3 Since it’s 
considered that housing costs should be about 30% of 
income, this means that a single person or a couple with
no children should be earning about $96,000 per year, 
and a family with one child should be earning about 
$124,000 per year. Yet the median income in Oakland 
is only $52,962.4 This means that the majority of 
couples in Oakland, where both adults are working, 
cannot afford to rent an apartment with a separate 
bedroom for their child. Of if they do, then they are 
being squeezed as far as spending on other items - food,
transportation, never mind a little bit of enjoyment in 
life.

This is just one 
example of what is 
happening throughout the 
United States, and it flows 
from the economic crisis of 
US and world capitalism, 
which in turn flow from the 
inescapable contradictions of
capitalism, itself, first and 
foremost a tendency for the 
rate of profit to fall.

Tendency for the 
Rate of Profit to Fall

The idea of a falling 
rate of profit seems to 
contradict what we face 
today: Increased 

concentration of wealth at the top, increased 
immiseration below.  According to an Oxfam report just
eight men own the same amount of wealth as half of the
entire world’s population (3.6 million people) and since 
2015 the richest 1% have owned more wealth than the 
entire rest of the human population.5

What are the sources of this unprecedented 
concentration of wealth?
▪ One source is the immiseration itself. For example, 

“the CEO of India’s top information firm earns 

2 http://www.shadowstats.com/alternate_data/inflation-charts 
3https://www.rentjungle.com/average-rent-in-oakland-rent-
trends/

4 http://www.bestplaces.net/economy/city/california/oakland 
5https://www.oxfam.org/sites/www.oxfam.org/files/file_attach
ments/bp-economy-for-99-percent-160117-en.pdf  just-8-men-
own-same-wealth-half-world
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416 times the salary of a typical employee in his
company. In the 1980s, cocoa farmers received 
18% of the value of a chocolate bar - today they 
get just 6%.

▪ Tax dodges. Apple, for example, is alleged to have 
paid 0.005% of its European profits in tax.

▪ Corporate consolidation. For example, in the US just 
four airlines control 80% of the US airline 
market6. And in Mexico, one individual - Carlos 
Slim - owns 70% of the cell phone industry.

▪ Stock market inflation.
Much of the wealth
of these super rich is
measured in terms
of stock ownership.
But the market
value of these stocks
has inflated
immensely. From
around 1970 to the
present, for
example, the value
of the New York
Stock Exchange has
risen 350 times
over, far greater
than the inflation rate over this time.

However, what we are talking about is the rate 
of profit - the percentage return on the dollar (or pound 
or ruble) invested - for actual production. And just as 
Karl Marx explained it would, this has declined over 
time. The reason is that profit stems from the “unpaid 
labor” of the working class. What this means is this: The
goods (either material or “mental” such as a computer 
program) that a worker produces belong to the owners 
of the company. Part of the value of those goods is paid 
to the worker in wages; the rest goes to the owner. And 
that portion that goes to the owners - the capitalists? 
That represents the unpaid labor of the worker.

But there is a problem here: The fewer workers 
required to produce the goods (due to automation), the 
less a percentage of the investment that can go to 
profits. Or, put another way, due to automation the 
capitalist must invest more and more in machines, 
leaving less and less of her or his investment for profits. 
This tendency identified by Marx has been proven to be 
true over time, as this graph shows.

This decline does not affect the US economy 
alone; it affects the entire global capitalist system. 
Massive efforts have been made to boost profits by 
cutting wages, and as the Oxfam report shows, this has 
been partially successful. In fact, this is part of the 
Trump strategy (and that of US capitalism overall). It’s 
possible that they might somewhat increase production 
in the US by cutting wages and increasing 
environmental destruction, but that has its limits. For 
one thing, it will only mean further wage cuts 
elsewhere, requiring even greater wage cuts at home. 

6 https://www.usatoday.com/story/travel/flights/todayint
hesky/2015/10/15/airline-mergers-american-delta-
united-southwest/73972928/

And there is an absolute limit to how far wages
can be cut. Already, here in the US, for example, the 
birth rates have declined to their lowest level since 
statistics were recorded on that - 59.8 births per 1000 
women in their child bearing years per year.7 The 
reason is clear: Increasing numbers of working class 
women feel they cannot afford to raise a family - either 
with a partner or without. This means a decrease in 
supply of workers, on the one hand, but also a decrease 
in demand for goods over the longer term. Both of these

tendencies will drive profits back 
down (to whatever extent, if any, 
they are raised).

Credit (debt) has also been 
used to partly and temporarily 
stave off the effects of the declining
rate of profit as well as to boost 
demand. There are different ways 
of measuring this, but according to 
one study, private (non 
government) debt was almost 
200% of US GDP in 2016. By way 
of comparison, in 2007, when the 
housing bubble burst, it was 212% 
of GDP.8 This means that there 
may still be some ways to go as far 

as expanding the US economy based on debt, but it 
can’t continue indefinitely. 

US Imperialism’s Irreversible Decline
In addition to the irreversible (over the longer 

term) decline in the rate of profit, there is another crisis 
for US capitalism: Its irreversible decline in 
unchallenged world power and control. The editors of 
the Wall St. Journal, ever the clearest voice of the most 
determined sector of the capitalist class, have described 
the matter well. In an editorial from May 25, 2015 

7http://www.cnn.com/2016/08/11/health/us-lowest-fertility-
rate/index.html  

8  https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/private-
debt-to-gdp

US Capitalism on outside looking in.
As the Wall St. Journal describes it: The group photo at the G-
20 meeting spoke volumes. At one end, President Putin was 
speaking to President Erdogan, who listened attentively. At the
other end, President Obama peered curiously at the colloquy. 
In the middle, President Xi smiled confidently. As the 
authoritarian entente cordiale flowers, the U.S. is reduced to a 
bystander’s role.
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entitled “Rise of the Regional Hegemons”, subtitled 
“Russia, Iran and China advancing as the U.S. retreats,”
they wrote about an “an emerging new threat to world 
order and U.S. security: the rise of authoritarian 
regional powers. China, Russia and Iran are taking 
advantage of American retreat to assert political and 
(perhaps eventually) military dominance over their 
corners of the globe. They share a goal of reducing 
U.S. influence, bending neighbors to their political will,
and ultimately using that regional base of power to 
diminish the global sway of Western democracies, 
especially the U.S. In addition to the rise of Islamic 
State, this will be the biggest strategic challenge for the
next President…. For 20 years and through 
administrations of both parties, the U.S. managed to 
contain the emergence of such regional threats. But 
that containment has broken down in Europe, the 
Middle East and East Asia during President Obama’s 
second term.”

The US capitalist class
has veered from one extreme
to another in trying to halt this
decline in global power: When
the Soviet Union collapsed,
the US capitalist class overall
was triumphant. In their view,
nothing stood in the way of
their complete global
domination; the only thing
that mattered was raw military
power, and since nobody could
militarily challenge the US
military, they could go
anywhere and do anything and
nothing could stop them. That was what the ascendency
of George Bush and the neoconservatives represented, 
and under them the US military invaded first 
Afghanistan and then Iraq. 

It has been a complete disaster for them.
So they shifted gears. What was needed was US 

allies, and for that “diplomacy” was required. So, they 
installed Barack Obama. This has fared no better. As 
William Galston, a WSJ regular, explains (9/6/2016): 
“The news is not good,” about the 2016 G-20 meeting 
(of the 20 top capitalist countries). “Chinese officials 
treated the president of the United States and his 
senior aides with blatant disrespect…. In the Middle 
East, the Syrian civil war continues its bloody 
course…. The administration’s brand of “realism” in 
Syria has ended in a damaging muddle…. Weakness 
begets weakness.”

Galston describes the reaction to the neocons’ 
disastrous foreign policy perfectly: “The opposite of a 
mistake is usually the opposite mistake,” although he 
ascribes the problem his class faces simply in terms of 
his claim of the mistaken policies of Obama. He looks 
for a middle ground (i.e. Hillary Clinton): “Donald 
Trump’s election would make a bad situation worse, 
which is why most of the Republican foreign-policy 
establishment has deserted him. Some of them have 
already announced that they will vote for Hillary 
Clinton, who has emerged as the one champion of the 

traditional, muscular, often bipartisan approach to 
American foreign policy.”

The reality is that the strategists for US 
capitalism, from the Pentagon to the Wall St. Journal to
the Council on Foreign Affairs - and all points in 
between - cannot accept this irreversible decline in the 
power of US imperialism. They cannot accept the rising 
global anarchy that will result. As Galston concludes: 
“Despite its many mistakes, the U.S. remains the most 
credible guarantor of global peace and security. No 
invisible hand will secure this outcome. When we pull 
back, chaos results. And nothing in human affairs is 
worse.” (Continuation of that domination is also a 
disaster for workers the world over.)

What the world faces today is a situation 
similar to the period leading up to WW I. Then, the old 
world imperialist order was breaking down. Old 
imperialist powers like the Ottoman and the British 
empires were in irreversible decline. New ones, like US 

and German imperialism were 
elbowing for their place at the 
table, where they could loot and 
plunder the rest of the world in 
place of some of the declining 
mass robbers, rapists and 
murderers. Although they 
desperately tried to avoid it, a 
new world order could not be 
obtained without a world war - 
WW I.

“Make America Great 
Again” Cannot Succeed

We see, therefore, that both of 
these goals - restoring the “American Dream” and 
restoring the unchallenged global domination of US 
capitalism - are unobtainable.

How does “making America great again” 
translate to some of Trump’s specific plans (insofar as 
he is capable of even having a plan)?

Trump’s Budget
Consider his budget plans:
It should be no surprise that the entire premise 

of his budget proposal is based on a giant con job. Not 
one of propaganda or interpretation of the facts, but 
one of a simple arithmetic swindle. Trump and his 
budget director Mnuchin claim that within 10 years, his 
budget plans will result in an elimination of the budget 
deficit due to economic growth. Even if we accept the 
unrealistic claim that his budget will result in 3% 
annual economic growth, he claims that this growth will
result in a $2 trillion increase in federal revenues, and 
he uses this as the basis of the elimination of the budget
deficit claim. But then he and Mnuchin turn around and
also use this same $2 trillion as the basis of a claim that 
his tax cuts (to the rich) will be “paid for” by this same 
economic growth! He is counting this $2 trillion twice.

This sort of thing is absolutely typical of this 
snake oil salesman turned president.

A scene from WW I
Are we facing an even more devastating repeat?
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Infrastructure Spending
Trump claims he wants to “create the first class 

infrastructure our country and our people deserve,” and
that his budget will do this, creating economic growth 
and adding jobs. On this basis, the leaders of the 
building trades unions disgracefully gave him some 
support some months ago. (It seems nothing would 
stop them from supporting “jobs”, that they’d support 
the construction of prisons to put all union members in 
as long as they were built union. And it is no accident 
that they have not opposed Trump’s racist, chauvinist 
proposal for a wall along the Mexican border.) In fact, 
according to an analysis of the Wharton School of 
Business (from which Trump graduated), his budget 
plans “cut $255 billion in existing infrastructure 
programs that it calls wasteful, including grants for 
highway renovation, Native American water facilities 
and rural airports.”9

His infrastructure spending is actually no 
increase in such spending at all and will not lead to an 
increase in construction jobs over any length of time.

Deregulation/Environmental 
Destruction

It really should be called “destruction” as in 
“environmental destruction”. As a direct result of 
industry wishes the Trump administration is proposing 
- or has already carried out - steps to allow mining 
companies and agribusiness to increase their pollution 
of streams and waterways, delay (indefinitely) making 
mining companies clean up the mess they leave after 
shutting down, terminate drinking water protection, 
and curtail fuel efficiency standards for auto 
manufacturers, among other steps. (As with the 
building trades leaders, the president of the UAW gave 
implicit support to Trump in cutting auto emission 
standards when he sat along side him when he - Trump 
- made this announcement.) His administration is also 
taking steps to expand extractive industries’ use of 
federal lands. Trump claims this will also lead to 
economic growth and jobs.10 Will it?

Exxon, the world’s largest publicly owned oil 
company, reported a doubling of profits (to $4 bn.) for 
the first quarter of 2017. But this only starts to make up 
for its 20% decline in profits for the last 27 months.11 
The reason for its decline in profits? Mainly the low 
price of oil, which has been due to a huge increase in 
supply and limited demand.

It is similar for the US mining industry, which 
reported its first profitable quarter in two years for the 
first quarter of 2017.12

Given that the extractive industries historically 
have seen tremendous boom and bust cycles, given that 

9 http://money.cnn.com/2017/06/08/news/economy/trump-us-
infrastructure/index.html 

10 https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/3480299-10-
Examples-Industries-Push-Followed-by-
Trump.html#document/p40/a341272 

11 http://money.cnn.com/2017/04/28/investing/exxon-
earnings-double-oil-prices/index.html 
12http://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/terence-p-jeffrey/us-
mining-industry-posts-first-profitable-quarter-2-years

they have historically engaged in massive gluts in
the market, Trump’s expansion of the environmental 
destruction of these industries (and also the other 
extractive industry - cattle raising) may lead to a 
temporary increase in jobs. How many remains to be 
seen.

Manufacturing
Trump campaigned based, in part, on a call for 

protectionism. He claimed that ending Nafta, stopping 
the Pacific trade deal, etc. would return manufacturing 
jobs to the US. Since he’s been in office, he’s been 
backing off this strategy. He’s hardly mentioned the 
issue at all. According to the Wall St. Journal 
(4/10/2017)  this is due to the influence of the “Big 
Five” in his administration: Secretary of State Rex 
Tillerson, Defense Secretary Mike Mattis, national 
security adviser H.R. McMaster, Commerce Secretary 
Wilbur Ross and the ever-present Trump son-in-law 
Jared Kushner. The WSJ (4/13/2017) has also 
explained  the receding role (at that time) of the hard 
core ideologists like Steve Bannon and the increased 
influence of Wall St. appointees like former Goldman 
Sachs executive Gary Cohn.

But even if Trump walks down the protectionist
road, how many jobs could that possibly create? All 
studies show that the great majority of manufacturing 
jobs lost were due to automation, not outsourcing. 
According to the Financial Times (9/2/2016) for 
example, from 2000 to 2010, the US lost about 5.6 
million manufacturing jobs. “But according to a study 
by the Center for Business and Economic Research at 
Ball State University, 85% of those jobs losses are 
actually attributable to technological change - largely 
automation - rather than international trade,” they 
write. The graph below confirms this. Actual 
manufacturing production (“real output”) has increased
over 100% in the US while employment (jobs) has been 
cut almost in half.

This trend will inevitably increase, including in 
other industries. For example, there are some 45,000 
Uber and Lyft drivers in San Francisco alone13. (Some of
these, of course, only drive part time.) What will happen
to these drivers, never mind truck drivers, when fully 

13 SF Chronicle, 9/7/2016
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self-driving vehicles are put on the road? Or take 
another field: The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates  
that there are about 826,000 non-supervisory 
warehouse workers in the US.14 Plans are presently 
under way to totally automate the warehouses, using 
robots to move around the goods.

Even if protectionism could bring back some 
manufacturing jobs, even if the increased rape of the 
environment led to some increase in work for the 
mining and oil industries, this cannot compensate for 
the coming tremendous job loss due to further 
automation.

Trump’s economic strategy is no long term 
solution. Even over the short term, it means attacks on 
income and on quality of life in general (clean air and 
drinking water, outdoors recreational opportunities like
camping, etc.). The entire basis of Trump’s plans means
workers must suffer for capitalism to expand.

Racism and Bigotry
How far can Trump and “Trumpism” go as far 

as increasing racism and bigotry in general? That, after 
all, is the other aspect of “making America great again”: 
Political stability at home, an end to disruptive protests,
restoring “law and order”. In other words, an implicit 
appeal to racism and other forms of bigotry. His 
encouraging the use of violence against those who 
opposed him added to this. His election has led to 
increased boldness of various violent racist and fascist 
groups like the “Proud Boys” and the “Traditionalist 
Workers Party”. It’s not that these groups are the main 
basis for Trump’s support, nor that these groups are 
about to become a mass force (right now), but their rise 
is a definite threat and a warning of what may come.

While the mainstream of the capitalist class 
always needs to keep racism and other forms of bigotry 
simmering away on the back burner, in “normal” times 
they prefer to keep it there rather than have it boil over. 
Yet this is what threatens to be happening, and the 
mainstream of the capitalists are not happy about it, but
again there is nothing they can do.

Increased Militarism
Trump is proposing a $54 billion increase in 

military spending for next year.15 In addition, he has 
already given his generals practically unlimited freedom
to bomb, strafe and shoot people in Syria, Iraq, 
Afghanistan, Yemen, or anywhere else where the US is 
military engaged. In Syria - truly a hot spot for the 
global capitalist crisis - he has done overtly what Obama
did covertly - increase US military involvement and ally 
the US with Putin and Assad, mainly through US 
military support for the Kurds in attacking the Islamic 
State. This will do nothing to resolve the decline in US 
power. (Increased US military involvement will also 
mean an increased tendency to come into conflict with 
Russian forces.) 

Necessity for “Boots on the Ground” and 

14 https://www.bls.gov/iag/tgs/iag493.htm  

15 NY Times 2/27/2017

a Base of Support
Part of the problem (for US capitalism) is that 

while a people can be defeated through bombing them 
to smithereens, they cannot be controlled without 
“boots on the ground”, without sending troops there. 

Even then, a base of support among the 
population is required to establish a stable rule. 

That’s what they discovered in Vietnam. That’s 
what they discovered in Afghanistan and Iraq. The 
increasing limits on US imperialist power are seen in 
the two major global challenges:
• North Korea: Former president Obama reportedly 

believed that the greatest threat facing US 
capitalism was the North Korean regime16. At 
the same time, both Obama and even more 
Trump see the rise of Chinese capitalism as a 
major challenge. Trump was prepared to really 
go after the Chinese regime, until he discovered
that he needed them to help reign in the North 
Korean regime. 

• Syria: Obama covertly supported the brutal Assad 
regime in Syria. He restrained the Southern 
Army from attacking Assad’s forces,17 while the 
great bulk of his military aid went to the Kurds, 
who have a de facto military truce with Assad. 
Trump made this policy explicit18 while he 
continued it. Their problem is that this 
increases the influence of another of their main 
rivals - Russian imperialism - in the region. In 
addition, it adds to the influence of Hezbollah, 
which threatens their most important regional 
ally, Israel. Further, the only base they can find 
is the Kurds, and by arming and militarily 
supporting them, they are driving the Turkish 
regime even closer to Russian imperialists.

In other words, US imperialism finds itself in a 
real bind in these two key regions.

Trump is now tending to increase direct US 
military involvement in Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan. 
Just on June 18 it was announced that an additional 
4,000 US troops would be sent to Afghanistan. This 
cannot continue indefinitely without meeting strong 
resistance at home. It will also increase the anger 
towards the US throughout the world, especially in the 
Muslim world, which in the present circumstances will 
increase the influence of such groups as the Islamic 
State.

The world is facing a situation similar to the 
one leading up to WW I. Then rising new imperialist 
powers (US and German imperialism, for example) 
were challenging some fading imperialist powers 
(British and the Ottoman Empire). The situation 
demanded a new world order, one which could only be 
arrived at through world war.  Similarly today, nothing 
short of world war or world revolution, can resolve this 
situation. 

16 Wash. Examiner ¾/2017

17 https://mkaradjis.wordpress.com/2016/01/26/us-and-
jordan-demand-southern-front-rebels-stop-fighting-assad-cut-
off-support/ 

18 NYT 11/16/2016
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Trump and the Russia Connection
A central issue for the US capitalist class, one 

which has not been openly discussed but is keeping 
them awake at night, is Trump’s links with Russian 
oligarchs/mafiosa19. These ties were developed after 
Trump declared a series of bankruptcies in the 1990s, 
which resulted in his having a hard time finding 
financiers for his projects here in the US. So he turned 
to the Russian oligarchs. For example, the Russia-
connected Felix Sater, a convicted financial swindler, 
worked closely with and for Trump for years. Another 
Russian mobster, Vyacheslav “Yaponchik” Ivankov, 
lived in Trump towers until the FBI found him there, 
after which he fled to the Trump Taj Mahal in Atlantic 
City. As the web site WhoWhatWhy.org explains right 
from the earliest days of Trump Tower, in 1983, some of
the choicest condominiums, including those in the 10 
floors immediately below the future president’s own 
triplex apartment, went to a rogues gallery of criminals 
and their associates.” These included Robert Hopkins, 
convicted of running a gambling ring; Sheldon and Jay 
Weinberg, convicted of running the largest Medicaid. In
fact, Trump’s personal helicopter pilot, Joseph 
Weichselbaum, is a convicted drug smuggler!20

Just about all the central people around Trump 
have similar connections:

• His son-in-law, Jared Kushner,
of course, had his secret
meeting with Putin-
connected Russian banker
Sergey Gorkov, while Gorkov
was in the US on a business
trip. 

• Trump’s former national security
advisor, Michael Flynn, is
also linked with the Putin
regime, having been paid
$45,000 for attending a
dinner in 2015 put on by RT,
the Putin-controlled
“news” outlet. (Flynn’s
company was also paid
over $500,000 to
represent Fethullah Gulen,
the Turkish cleric wanted by Erdogan for 
allegedly organizing the attempted coup against
Erdogan in 2016.)

• Carter Page, Trump’s former foreign policy advisor,
has long expressed support for Putin. “Business
Insider” reported (1/27/17) that Page was 
offered the brokerage fee for sale of a 19% stake 
of Rosneft (the Russian state oil company) back
last July when he was in Moscow giving a 
speech. The payoff was to try to convince 
Trump to lift sanctions on Russia. That 19% 
stake was sold to a Qatar fund in December 

19https://oaklandsocialist.com/2017/04/04/mobster-in-chief-
donald-trump-life-imitates-art/  

20 https://whowhatwhy.org/2017/03/27/fbi-cant-tell-trump-
russia/ 

(i.e., after Trump was elected). The deal
was financed by Gazprombank (the bank for 
Gazprom), of which Page was a member of the 
board of directors. Page was in Russia one day 
after the sale was finalized.

• Then there is Paul Manafort, a former top 
campaign aide for Trump. Manafort has 
represented Victor Yanukovich, the Ukrainian 
Putin ally. He also was involved with the 
Russian oligarch Oleg Deripaska.

• Even Trump’s Attorney General, Jeff Sessions, had 
a series of secret meetings with Putin’s 
ambassador to the US, Sergey Kislayak. He 
conveniently “forgot” about these meetings 
during his confirmation hearings.

• And Robert Mueller, the special “independent” 
council chosen to get to the bottom of all of 
this? Don’t bet on it. According to Politico.com, 
“Former Trump campaign chairman Paul 
Manafort, Trump's daughter Ivanka and his 
son-in-law, Jared Kushner, are all clients of 
WilmerHale, the firm Mueller is leaving to 
assume the position of special prosecutor 
overseeing the high-profile Russia election 
probe.”21

Did Russia Intervene in US Elections?
It now seems most likely that the Putin 

regime did intervene in some way in the US
presidential elections. Why not? The US 
capitalist class intervenes in elections all 
around the world. It is even more clearly 
true that the Trump campaign was in 
contact with Putin stand-ins and that they 
discussed easing sanctions against Russia, 
should Trump get elected. All of this is a 
direct result of Trump’s dependence on the 
Russian oligarchs/mafia financiers. He is 
using the office of the President for his own 
personal financial interests 

Essentially, Trump epitomizes the 
degeneration of the US capitalist class - 
concerned first, last and always with their 
own personal financial interests over the 
interests of their class, incapable of serious
thought, short sighted and narrow-

minded. The central problem of the mainstream of that 
class is that Trump is using the White House as a wholly
owned subsidiary of Trump company; he’s sacrificing 
the global interests of the majority of his class for his 
own personal, self interests. In other words, the 
mainstream of the US capitalist class has in the main 
lost control over their president. This is a huge massive 
crisis for them.

Money Laundering and Degeneration of 
US Capitalist Class

Why, then, don’t they simply launch a 
campaign to openly reveal all Trump’s criminal 
connections?

21 http://www.politico.com/story/2017/05/17/mueller-
clients-special-prosecutor-238532

Trump son-in-law, Jared Kushner
One more Russia connection
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Again, the answer lies in their own 
degeneration - a degeneration born of the fact that they 
no longer base their profits on production but rather on 
individual speculation. One major source of their profits
lies in real estate speculation. This has become a major 
source of money laundering for drug cartels, etc. It 
works through the establishment of “limited liability 
corporations” - LLC’s.

These function similar to a regular corporation 
but there are some tax advantages to an LLC, one of 
which is that the profits of an LLC are not taxed. It’s 
also much easier to hide the true owners of an LLC. 
As Mintpress news explains: “As long as LLC’s 
resources and those of its “members” do not directly or
conspicuously mingle and as long as the LLC does not 
create a “nuisance” — such as incurring debt beyond 
its means to repay or causing felonious offenses — the 
veil of anonymity cannot be pierced. This means that 
“members” of the LLC can enter or leave the 
agreement undetected, can change ownership without 
requesting permission, and in some states, with only 
one natural person needed to maintain the validity of 
an LLC, the LLC can collapse without the need to 
reassign or restructure the company’s holdings.”22

Bizjournals.com gives the example of Fabiani Krentz, a 
UPS manager who somehow amassed the capital to 
purchase five condo units in Florida. She then 
transferred them to a company owned by Alvaro Lopez 
Tardon, the alleged leader of a Spanish drug gang in 
Miami. All in all, Tardon is thought to have laundered 
$26.4 million through such deals, all made through 
LLCs.23

The same report reports: “In the first half of 
2013, 73 percent of condo resales by dollar volume were
cash deals, according to the Miami Association of 
Realtors. Nearly 90 percent of condo buyers were 
foreign in 2012, and that trend continued this year.”

A perfect set-up for money laundering.
And who is one of the LLCs’ kings? Why, none 

other than The Donald! As the Wall St. Journal 
(12/8/2016) reported: ”Roughly half—at least $304 
million—of the revenue Mr. Trump reported in a federal
financial disclosure form earlier this year came from 
assets held in 96 different LLCs, according to the 
Journal’s analysis. Those assets include a skyscraper at 
40 Wall Street in Manhattan and the Mar-a-Lago Club 
in Palm Beach, Fla. Unlike publicly traded companies, 
Delaware LLCs don't have to publish any financial 
information or even disclose the identity of the owner.”

So, the mainstream of the US capitalist class is 
caught in a bind: If they go after Trump for what really 
bothers them - that he’s not representing or carrying 
out their global interests, especially when it comes to 
their rivalry with Russian imperialism, due to his links 
with Russian oligarchs - then the whole money 
laundering scandal threatens to be revealed. And bear 
in mind, the banks and other major financial 

22 http://www.mintpressnews.com/how-to-launder-drug-
money-start-an-llc-and-buy-real-estate/168778/  

23 http://www.bizjournals.com/southflorida/print-
edition/2013/08/30/llcs-offer-secrecy-to-foreign-criminal.html?
page=all

institutions are intimately involved in real estate 
finance, meaning in this money laundering. So, they go 
after him on secondary issues, like obstruction of 
justice, for which they actually don’t seem to have much
hard evidence.

Media Campaign Against Trump
This does not stop them, though. Every night 

on CNN, that faithful mouthpiece of US capitalism, Don
Lemon, goes after Trump. It’s enough to replace the 
new season of “House of Cards”. The media featured the
congressional testimony of first James Comes and then 
Jeff Sessions and got a massive audience for it. In a 
shocking development, more people (19.5 million) 
watched the testimony of James Comey than watched 
the NBA finals!24 What is next? He’s probably bluffing, 
but if Trump were to testify as he said he would, it 
would blow the lid off of the ratings.

Health Care
On top of this has been other fiascos of the 

Trump administration, including the health care fiasco. 
After his first “reform” measure foundered and sunk 
due to popular opposition, Trump and the Republicans 
managed to push through another “reform” measure on
May 5 of this year. They celebrated in the White House 
“Rose Garden”. Then, just a few weeks later, a 
Quinnipiac Poll revealed that the bill was opposed by 
57% to 20%.25 So, what happened?

Ever the individualist supreme, on the very 
same day that Sessions testified before a senate 
committee it was revealed that Trump had told a group 
of Republican senators that the bill was “mean, mean, 
mean”. He celebrated the bill one moment, then threw 
his allies - the bill’s sponsors and supporters - under the
bus the next. What are the chances of his getting 
Republicans to stick out their necks to support their 
president next time?

Declining Popularity
So far, the combination of the media campaign 

plus Trump’s blunders has created a significant decline 
in support for him, down to around the mid-thirties in 
most polls. Maybe even more significant is the decline 
in those who “strongly” support Trump. Among all 
voters, this declined from around 32% down to 25%.26 
The significance of this is that somebody who strongly 
supports a politician will not suddenly move to outright 
opposition; their support for that politician will first 
weaken. If this continues, then Trump’s approval 
ratings are headed towards the ratings of Nixon at the 
time he was impeached, or possibly even lower. 

As with everything else under capitalism, 
whether or not Trump will be impeached has a money 
making potential. After the testimony of James Comey, 
oddsmakers were giving 55% odds that he will and 27% 

24https://thinkprogress.org/comey-beats-lebron-tv-ratings-
f36a02497af9  
25http://www.cnn.com/2017/05/25/politics/quinnipiac-poll-
healthcare-reform-trump-media/index.html  
26https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/politics/wp/2017/06/
07/strong-approval-of-trump-is-fading-across-a-number-of-
demographics/?utm_term=.206e86f6cd22
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odds that he will in his first year.27 With the 
Republicans controlling both houses of congress, this 
seems unlikely, but what does seem likely is that the 
Democrats regain control over one or both after the 
2020 mid-term elections. Then the betting odds may 
change.

Where is Trump Headed?
Nobody really knows, including Trump himself.

He’s like a downhill skier who just reacts to every dip 
and bump in the ski course as it flashes by. He has no 
overall strategy, other than trying to figure out how to 
use every event to increase his popularity and personal 
wealth. On top of this, there has been speculation that 
he is suffering from Alzheimers28 (or, rather, that the 
world is suffering from his Alzheimers), and he 
certainly is displaying some of that disease’s classic 
symptoms - irritability, inability to concentrate, 
irrationality, even possible inability to maintain his 
physical balance. With or without Alzheimers, Trump is
uncontrollable.

Fascism?
Some are saying Trump is a fascist. Even 

Newsweek (7/16/2015) made that claim back in 2015. 
But fascism has a particular meaning. It is a mass 
movement that arises when society is in deep crisis and 
turmoil. Central to fascism is its reliance on a private 
army of thugs, a supra-state militia like Mussolini’s 
Brown Shirts. Golden Dawn in Greece is a fascist 
movement. So is the Islamic State, and their rule shows 
the difference with Trump’s rule. The most extreme 
repression of specially oppressed groups (women and 
non-Sunni’s in the case of the IS), up to and including 
mass murder. There are a few fascist groups in the US, 
like the “Proud Boys” and the “Traditionalist Workers 
Party”, which are becoming bolder since Trump was 
elected. These are relatively tiny splinter groups 
although they are a real and genuine threat and must be
combatted. But just the mere mention of them, and the 
comparison to the areas where the Islamic State rules 
shows that we don’t have fascist rule in the US.

Bonepartism?
There is another option to “democracy” under 

capitalism: “Bonepartism”. Named after Napoleon 
Boneparte, this is the usual form of rule coming out of a
military coup, for example. It lacks the mass base that 
fascism has, so it can’t go as far. Bonepartism arises also
when there is such a crisis in capitalist society that the 
capitalist class cannot continue to rule in the normal 
“democratic” way. If the working class is unable to 
resolve such a crisis by taking power - carrying out the 
socialist revolution - a stalemate can exist. In that 
situation, the capitalist class can turn over power to a 
“strong man”, often a military leader. 

The capitalist class prefers to rule through 
capitalist democracy because it’s safer to rule by 
convincing the majority than by repressing them. Also, 

27http://www.marketwatch.com/story/trump-impeachment-
odds-increasingly-point-to-an-early-exit-2017-05-17  
28http://www.alternet.org/personal-health/video-suggests-
trump-suffering-alzheimers 

if they turn over rule to a strong man/woman,
what is to stop that individual from taking advantage of 
the situation by looting and plundering not only the 
working class, but the capitalist class too?

Is Trump a Bonepartist?
There are certainly elements of Bonepartism in 

his rule. He has put a whole series of military men in 
strong positions in his administration, including 
strengthening their role in foreign policy at the expense 
of the State Department. He has given the generals a 
free hand to decide on troop levels in foreign countries, 
rather than taking their requests but making the final 
decision himself as Obama did. (The most recent 
decision to send an additional 4,000 US troops to 
Afghanistan is an example of this.) He has also only just
started to increase the repression at home. And, last but
not least, he is not under the full control of the tops of 
the US capitalist class.

Some of his policies are out of sync with the 
majority of the capitalist class. In part this is due to his 
Russia connection, as with his tendency to weaken 
NATO and his wanting to weaken if not eliminate the 
embargo on Russia. Then there was his rejection of the 
Pacific Trade deal which not only would have been a 
source of increased profits but also, and maybe more 
important, would have helped counter the expansion of 
influence of the other chief rival: Chinese capitalism. 
There have also been other ideological steps like 
withdrawing from the Paris Climate Accord. This accord
accomplished next to nothing, but Trump’s withdrawal 
was a nod to the ideological supporters, the climate 
denialists. The Wall St. Journal 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ceos-have-access-to-
trump-but-do-they-have-clout-1497783602  reports 
that Trump has met with some 300 top CEOs since he 
took office, “but corporate leaders are learning about 
the limits of their clout.”

We are definitely not all the way there yet; we 
are still living in a capitalist democracy. But we have to 
ask: Could a Trump presidency become an outright 
Bonepartism regime; could we see full Bonepartism 
under Trump? 

A couple of years ago, most people would have 
scoffed at that idea. Even now, it doesn’t seem the most 
likely. But who expected “Brexit” to pass in Britain? 
Who expected Trump to even get anywhere near the 
presidency? 

If Trump is Removed
The majority of the US capitalist class are in 

turmoil over the Trump presidency. Whether it’s due to 
his connections with the Russian oligarchs/mafia, or his
personality (“Foreign Policy”, 6/16/2017, asks, for 
example if he's just “too stupid” to be president.), or his 
possible early-onset dementia - or a combination - they 
are near despairing of getting him under control and 
are trying to find a way to remove him ASAP. Their 
problem is the Republican majority in congress coupled
with a Republican Party that is more attuned to the 
minority of the capitalist class (those like the Scaife’s, 
Koch brothers and the Mercer family) and the far right 
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populist movement. As a result, the great majority 
of the Republicans will stick with Trump and, most 
likely, the impeachment of Trump could not happen 
before the 2018 elections, if then.

If Trump is impeached or leaves office before 
2020 for some other reason, that will not solve the 
problems for the US working class:

In the first place, if Pence is allowed to remain, 
his policies - including his advocacy of religious 
fundamentalism - will be little different from Trump’s, 
except for the fact that he would most likely return to a 
more hostile attitude towards Russian capitalism.

If Pence is removed first, as was Nixon’s vice 
president, Spiro Agnew, then whoever is appointed to 
replace him will hardly be any better. She or he will 
continue the assault on the environment and on the 
working class. Not only that, but the violent, racist right
would be enraged and would probably become even 
more aggressive. Even if a Democrat replaces the 
Trump/Pence administration, while they might modify 
some of Trump’s worst assaults on the environment and
on workers, it would still be a net gain for big business; 
overall they would still remain even freer to loot, 
plunder and pillage.

Capitalists’ Caution
Despite this, the corporate-

controlled politicians of both parties
are moving very cautiously. That’s for
several reasons. First of all, they are
terrified of opening that whole can of
worms regarding real estate and
money laundering, as we said. Maybe
they can get enough goods on him to
remove him for obstruction of justice,
or even for collaborating with Putin
during the elections. But in any case,
removing a president for office is so
unusual for a reason: It threatens to
destabilize the entire political set up in
the US because, for one thing, it
awakens millions, makes them pay
more attention to politics.

Also, Trump’s die-hard
supporters will be infuriated if he is
impeached. They will be certain it’s
some sort of plot by the “deep state”.
Even if Trump dies in office of entirely
natural causes (and his health does not
seem to be good), they would swear up
and down that he was assassinated.
Who knows what kind of terrorist or
violent actions they might commit in
retribution?

If Trump Stays
On the other hand, there is no evidence that the

mainstream of the US capitalist class will be able to get 
him under control. A full four years of Trump as 
president might provide good theater, and the 
professional comedians would certainly love it, but it’s a
recipe for crisis without end for US capitalism.

It’s also a recipe for crisis without end for the 

US and the world’s working class. Who knows what his 
generals, to whom he’s given a free hand, might do? 
Who knows how far his environmental devastation will 
go? Or attacks on the unions? Who knows what sort of 
racism he will stir up? 

On the campaign trail he talked a lot about “law
and order” and respecting the police. These are code 
words for cracking down increasingly hard on 
protesters and on people of color, especially black 
people. Then, after he got into office, he praised 
Philippine President Duterte’s “war on drugs”29, a war 
that has resulted in the extra-judicial murders of some 
7,000 people  by April of this year.30 

So far, Trump has had to move a bit cautiously 
there. He’s focused more of his attack on slightly more 
marginalized groups, like Muslim Americans. But with 
the traditions of US capitalism, it is inconceivable that 
the plan is not to eventually focus his attacks on the 
black communities. Maybe it would start with sending 
the Feds into some of those communities, as he’s 
already threatened to do (especially regarding Chicago).
This, in itself, could spark protests throughout the 
United States - protests that could end up clashing with 
fascist groups like the “Oath Keepers” and others.

Other Flashpoints
The United States is 

stock full of various flash 
points. As we said, explosions 
in the black community is one
of them. Some other racist 
outrage on a wider scale is 
another. Then there is the 
environmental/deregulation 
issue.

On Wednesday, June 
14, a disastrous fire swept 
through the Grenfell 
apartment block in London. A
week later, 58 people were 
pronounced dead but it’s 
almost certain that the 
number of deaths is triple or 
even greater. The reasons for 
the disastrous nature of the 
fire were cheap materials, no 
sprinkler system, and lack of 
maintenance. Over the years, 
residents had been constantly 
complaining about power 
surges in the building, 
meaning that the poor wiring 
was very possibly the 
immediate cause. There has 
been a huge outcry since then

and Prime Minister Theresa May was chased from the 
scene, while left Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn 
was welcomed as a hero.31 

29https://oaklandsocialist.com/2017/04/30/trump-duterte-and-
war-on-drugs/ 
30https://www.hrw.org/report/2017/03/01/license-
kill/philippine-police-killings-dutertes-war-drugs  
31https://oaklandsocialist.com/2017/06/17/grenfell-fire-

Grenfell fire and the protests that followed
Similar disasters are inherent in the situation here
in the US.
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A similar disaster is inherent in the situation 
here in the US - either from an oil spill, or from 
poisoned drinking water, or a similar fire or an 
industrial accident. Who knows what that could set 
loose.

Jeremy Corbyn
There is another lesson we should learn from 

the British situation. Theresa May called a snap election
figuring on increasing the majority for her Conservative 
Party, which was leading the Labour Party by over 20 
points in the polls. Within weeks, the left wing Corbyn 
narrowed the gap, vastly increased the number of 
Labour Members of Parliament, and came within 4 
points of beating May. He did this by his hard core 
campaign against cuts in living standards, against 
austerity in all its forms. What he did was start to return
the Labour Party to its traditional working class roots.

There is a similarity with the surprising success 
of the Bernie Sanders campaign of 2016, but with an 
essential difference - the difference between the Labour 
Party and the Democrats. The latter are and always will 
be a party of the owners of capital, the capitalist class. 
During his campaign, Sanders made it absolutely clear 
that his goal was to strengthen this party by corralling 
the discontent into it. Since the election, he’s done 
everything he could to do so.

Mass Workers’ Party vs. Democratic 
Party

Yet the most important task of the US working 
class, now more than ever, is for its more conscious and 
determined wing to join together, to organize as a class 
of, by and for itself. When the more conscious wing of 
any class organizes, when it builds its own organization 
to exert its influence in society, that organization takes 
the form of a political party. In other words, the central 
task is for the most conscious and determined wing of 
the working class to build its own party, a mass working
class party. But this cannot happen as long as it is 
mixed in with the representatives of the owners of 
capital, the capitalist class. But that is exactly the 
irreversible situation within the Democratic Party.

The support of millions of youth for Bernie 
Sanders was understandable.  Nor is he alone; there are 
and will be many more like him. There is always the 
temptation to support these types “for now”. During the
2016 Democratic primaries, millions of voters, 
especially younger voters, enthusiastically flocked to the
Sanders banner, but look where he ended up – simply 
striving to maintain the political status quo, meaning 
throwing up an obstacle to the building of a working 
class political party. And even if he had gotten elected, 
his own party would have blocked every reform he 
advocated.

The Unions
The working class can also not start to advance 

as long as its interests are identified with the interests 
of the employers’ profits. Yet this is exactly the basis of 
the domination of the present union leadership over the

disaster-and-explosive-mood/ 

unions.
Today, even in their greatly weakened form, 

with 14.6 million members32, the unions are the only 
mass working class organizations in the US. 

On the job, the union leadership represents the 
interest of the employers. A dock builder on the East 
Coast, for example, reports nearly dying from heat 
exhaustion and the on-the-job leadership did nothing 
about it. A grocery clerk in the SF Bay Area reported 
that her union rep coming onto her job to “resolve” a 
conflict that worker was having with her supervisor. 
After spending a half hour conferring with the supe, and
the supe only, the union rep told the worker that she 
was wrong and the supervisor right. These are the daily 
experiences that union members are having.

On a more general level, whenever a contract 
comes up the union leadership insists that the members
must grant concessions so that the employer can 
compete. This means that workers must step up their 
competition with other workers for who can make 
greater profits for their employer - the never ending 
race to the bottom.

Occasionally, the leadership is forced to call a 
strike. Then it’s all hands on deck to make sure that the 
strike is kept within “safe” - meaning legal - limits. No 
mass disruption, no mass pickets, none of the tactics 
that were employed successfully in the 1930s to build 
the unions in the first place. And, above all, never use 
the issues of the strike as a lever to build a wider 
movement of the working class around issues like a real
living wage, health care, pensions, etc. for all.

Politically, they have tied the unions hand and 
foot to the fortunes of the Democratic Party. The idea of
an independent, mass, fighting working class party is 
sealed with seven seals. Occasionally, a union leader 
will raise that issue… outside the union membership. 
Roseanne Demoro, leader of the Nurses Union, did that 
recently at the California Democratic Party convention. 
She did this as an attempt to pressure the Democrats to 
the left; she has taken no steps to actually organize for 
this among union members.

Based on a bygone era that won’t return, the 
union leadership is an anachronism, but one that won’t 
be shaken off without a massive shock.

32https://www.bls.gov/news.release/union2.nr0.htm  

UAW President Dennis Williams (on Trump's left)
Scene when Trump announced elimination of emission

standards. His presence gave implicit support to Trump's
step and to the industry. Just one of many such leaders.
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Such shocks are coming, although right now, so
many members are so discouraged and alienated from 
the leadership, and that leadership so completely resists
the development of a real, independent working class 
movement. Therefore, that it seems likely that a 
movement will start outside the unions. But it will be 
bound to have an affect on the unions as more workers -
including union members - get involved. Eventually, it 
would find a way into the unions, possibly through 
opposition caucuses. That’s why it’s useful for union 
members to try to build opposition caucuses now, ones 
based first of all on opposition to the leadership’s 
collaboration with the employers and with their 
representatives in politics - the Democrats. Even if the 
going is tough now, such caucuses can play a key role in 
the future.

The issues will be somewhat different from one 
union to another, but some main points would be: 
Oppose all concessions; for a shorter work week with no
loss in pay; full union rights and bull benefits for all 
employees. These can be won by a return to the 
methods of the 1930s (and the Occupy movement) – 
work place occupations, mass picket lines, mass 
defiance of the anti-union laws, court rulings, etc. Build 
direct links internationally; for international solidarity 
in deeds, not just words. For the unions to mobilize 
against racism, sexism and chauvinism and break with 
the Democrats. In addition, the unions must link up 
with the unemployed as well as with the non-union and 
have a mass campaign to organize the unorganized. 
Internally, opposition caucuses should call for the 
election of all officials by the members they represent, 
for full time officials to be paid the average of the 
workers they represent and to be subject to immediate 
recall.

Reform Capitalism?
Basically, what both the union leadership and 

liberal Democrats insist on is a program to reform the 
capitalist system. (No, Sweden is not socialist.) Of 
course, every advance for workers within capitalism 
should be supported, but can it resolve the problems? 
Do we have to go further?

For example, they all want to redistribute some 
of the wealth, water down the enormous concentration 
of wealth. But what would happen if that top 1% and 
that top 5% had to give up their wealth to any 
significant degree? 

Note that most of their wealth is in the form of 
fictitious capital - stocks and bonds as well as real 
estate. If this were taken away from them under 
capitalism and put to use for hundreds of millions of 
workers, then the demand for everything from cement 
to steel, from drinking water to food, would skyrocket. 
It doesn’t take being Karl Marx (or Adam Smith) to 
figure out what would happen; as demand skyrocketed, 
so would prices.

Or take the example of environmental 
destruction: What some of them propose is increased 
regulations. But in the first place since every 
government body meant to regulate an industry is 
controlled by that industry, regulations are only 

enforced by mistake. And in any case, given the ease 
with which capital rockets around the glove, they will 
always find a country or region where they can loot and 
pollute to their bank account’s content.

Every step to reverse this concentration of 
wealth should be fought for. 

Socialists
The role of socialists is small but can be critical.

In the 1930s, when the Socialist and Communist Parties
had a real base in the working class, the played a key 
role in the formation of the CIO, for example and their 
existence forced President Roosevelt sharply to the left.

The only public example we have today is that 
of the only publicly elected socialist official: Seattle city 
council member Kshama Sawant. She is a minor but 
genuine public figure and has some real influence. It is 
exactly for that reason that it is so unfortunate that she 
and her group express hardly any criticism of the union 
leadership, and even worse, that they supported the 
Bernie Sanders, the pro-capitalist liberal. They allowed 
themselves to get swept up in the stream, some would 
say out of opportunism. The result was that they found 
themselves unable to explain the class nature of the 
Democratic Party - the entire party, not just it’s 
“establishment” (as Sawant calls it). They found 
themselves unable to clearly explain the necessity for a 
mass working class party, not a “party of the left” or 
some such. 

Almost all the established socialist “parties” to one 
degree or another accept the state of affairs within the 
unions, so long as they can get the cooperation of the 
“progressive” wing of the union leadership whenever 
these “parties” want some nice-sounding resolution 
passed - one which almost never reaches the eyes and 
ears of the great majority of the members. Most of 
them, incredibly, either overtly or covertly support such
reactionary capitalist leaders as Putin and Assad. They 
are cut off from the working class both at home and 
abroad.

DSA
Then there is the Democratic Socialists of 

America, DSA. They have a long history of functioning 
in effect as the left wing of the Democratic Party. 
However, it seems that many thousands of the young 
Sanders supporters have flocked into DSA since the 
elections. While the leadership seems to be both union 
staffers and non-profiteers, it’s possible that a struggle 
for real socialist policies could erupt within DSA.

“Expect the Unexpected”
In some ways, the present situation can seem 

Kshama Sawant and Bernie Sanders
Her support for this Democrat added to the confusion 
about the Democrats.
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pretty dismal. The unions are dominated by a 
bureaucratic clique and many members (at least on the 
West Coast) are so alienated from their unions that they
don’t even know the name of the union they belong to. 
The socialist forces are marginalized at best. Although 
they are small, the violent racist right is increasingly 
aggressive.

But we should learn a lesson from the Occupy 
movement. It sprang seemingly out of nowhere and in a
form that nobody expected. For a while it dominated 
the news and transformed US politics. Its very 
formlessness and lack of a program doomed it to 
eventual collapse, but it still lingers on in the minds of 
many.

In a different way, the meteoric rise of Jeremy 
Corbyn in the British elections gives a similar example. 
Not only did he come close to winning the election and, 
more important he brought many thousands of working
class youth into active politics. They will not go away so 
easily. Hopefully, the organization Corbyn has formed - 
“Momentum” - will be further filled out and will take a 
more organized form.

Mass Working Class Party: Two 
Possibilities

Who knows how the next stage in the struggle 
of US workers and youth will unfold? At the time that 
the mass airport protests sprung up in opposition to 
Trump’s first Muslim travel ban, it seemed that a new 
mass protest movement was building and was going to 
increase. That still might happen. If it does, then there 
will most likely be a tendency for this movement to start
to come together at the national level, for some national
body to form to coordinate, advance and learn the 
lessons from this protest movement. What is that but 
the beginnings of a political party?

Born in struggle, strife and turmoil, 

such a body would not necessarily start out
as a political party based on running candidates for 
office. However, ultimately it would have to take a 
position on this issue and abstentionism would not be 
an option for any length of time; either it would have to 
determine to run its own candidates for office or it 
would get sucked into the welcoming arms of the 
Democratic Party.

Another possibility is that a series of candidates
run for office at the local level, candidates that are 
independent from and opposed to the capitalist political
parties. Sarah Morken, candidate for city council in 
Tacoma is an example. With few resources, she faces an 
uphill struggle but just her candidacy alone helps set an 
example. 

In some ways Morken’s campaign is similar to 
but also strongly differs from the campaign of Nikita 
Oliver for mayor in nearby Seattle. Both have a long 
record of helping build the protest movement in the 
streets - Morken around a whole host of issues ranging 
from the police to environmental destruction; Oliver 
around the police as well as racism in general. But there
are also key differences: Morken is an open socialist. 
She has also openly supported the criticism of the union
leadership for the role they play as explained above. She
also puts forward a class position as an advocate of the 
working class, whereas Oliver simply talks about a 
“People’s Party”.

Nevertheless, both show a tendency that could 
develop further. Maybe this will develop into the 
embryo of a working class party; maybe it will combine 
with a mass protest movement in the streets as 
explained above. However it develops, the main point is
this: The entire political situation in the US is based on 
objective conditions that are long gone and will not 
return. From the Arab Spring to the Occupy Movement 
to the rise of Jeremy Corbyn, to capitalist history in 
general, everything shows that the working class will 
not succumb to defeats and demoralization without a 
struggle. Not without a really decisive defeat such as we 
have not seen yet in the US.

Political Candidates
However a movement starts, it will have to 

address the issue of either supporting the least-bad 
candidates the bosses’ party - the Democrats - put 
forward vs. putting forward its own candidates. We can 
start now, by running candidates for local office. Here 
are some thoughts on what defines a working class 
candidate:

1. The candidate must openly explain that  their 
campaign is of by and for working class people, 
not “all the people”.

2. The candidate must explain that they cannot 
solve workers' problems for them, that their 
campaign and if they win their office will be 
used to help working class people organize to 
fight for themselves.

3. The candidate must have a proven record of 
organizing and fighting along exactly these 
lines.

4. The candidate must openly say that their 

Top: Sarah 
Morken, 2nd 
from r., as she
and her 
comrades 
emerged from 
jail. They 
were arrested 
for protesting 
the building of
an LNG 
facility in 
Tacoma. She 
puts her body 
on the line.

Botton:
Sarah Morken
is proud to be 
a socialist.
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campaign is outside of and opposed to the 
capitalist political parties, that it is one step in 
the direction of building a mass, working class 
party.

5. The candidate must take the position that they 
do not rely on private investment and the profit 
motive to provide jobs, housing or services. The
solution, for example, to the housing crisis and 
gentrification is mass construction of 
democratically-run public housing.

6. The candidate must commit to restoring all 
previous cuts in services and oppose further 
cuts. They must explain that the money is there,
among the rich and the corporations, and it's a 
matter of taking it from them.be committed to 
refusing all donations from the corporations or 
from the capitalist class.

7. The candidate must commit to restoring all 
previous cuts in services and oppose future 
cuts. They must explain that the money is there,
among the rich and the corporations, and that 
it's a matter of taking it from them.

8. The candidate should commit to taking a salary 
no greater than the average salary of a worker 
in the district they represent, with anything 
greater than that being donated to the working 
class movement.

9. These general principles should be applied to 
the specific local issues.

Some Thoughts on a General Program
Ultimately, in every way, capitalism has proven 

itself to be a disaster. It cannot resolve the economic 
crisis that is deepening for the working class. All over 
the world, including in the US, it is leading to increased 
racism and bigotry. It is leading towards environmental 
disaster and towards a new world war that would be 
many times more devastating than the last one, if it did 
not finish off human society entirely.

What is necessary is for the working class to 
organize as a class, take power, take over the 
commanding heights of the economy and 
democratically plan the economy. Exactly how this can 
happen is beyond the scope of this piece, but here are 

some thoughts on the issue.33

We also need not only an understanding that 
the long term goal is full on socialism, but what 
transitional steps should be fought for. Here are a few:
▪ A 20 hour work week with no loss in pay. From

1950 to the present, worker productivity has 
increased three and a half times over while 
hourly pay has about doubled.34 Why shouldn’t 
workers reap the benefits of this increased 
productivity rather than simply experience 
greater unemployment?

▪ A national health care system similar to what 
British workers have, except fully funded. 
Socialized medicine, in other words.

▪ Public housing planned and controlled by the 
residents and the workers themselves, not some
bureaucrats.

▪ Full social benefits - one year parental leave with 
90% of pay, full retirement at 55; guaranteed 
jobs with decent pay; etc.

▪ Working class internationalism Link up with 
the struggle of workers around the world, 
including global strike action where necessary. 
No support for any capitalist rulers or for US 
intervention anywhere. 

▪ Put the commanding heights of the economy 
under public ownership and plan 
production based on the democratic 
control and management of the working 
class itself.

The situation is serious, the dangers enormous 
and the hour is late. But the potentials are also 
enormous. All the more reason to get started 
now, among other things by struggling to clarify
the situation in which we find ourselves. What 
other option do we have?

33https://oaklandsocialist.com/2015/02/07/what-is-revolution/
34 http://www.epi.org/productivity-pay-gap/ 
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• What Happened to Our Unions? Based on 30 years the author spent in the Carpenters Union and 

his activity in the labor movement in general, “What Happened to Our Unions?” documents how the union 
officialdom has linked itself and the unions to the employers and to the Democratic Party. Extensive quotes 
from top union leaders and historical facts and statistics are used to document the case.

• The Environmentalist Manifesto: Global Warming and the World Revolt Against 
Capitalism – How the laws of motion of capitalism itself are the cause of global warming and the 
environmental crisis. This crisis, coupled with the economic crisis and the political crisis of capitalism, all 
threaten to converge into “capitalism's perfect storm”. This pamphlet also details how the “Big Green” 
environmental organizations have combined with the union leadership to divert the environmental movement 
away from direct action and political independence and into the Democratic Party and deadly compromises.

• The New Apartheid: The rise of Zionism and the founding of the State of Israel 
This pamphlet explains how Zionism's rise stems from the crisis of capitalism itself as well as the betrayals of 
Stalinism. It shows the inherently reactionary nature of Zionism, including how it betrayed the Jewish people 
themselves.

• What is Socialism? This pamphlet explains that socialism is not simply a kinder, gentler capitalism but 
is a completely different form of organizing production, which can only be done through the working class 
seizing power through its own form of government. It also answers some of the capitalists' most common 
arguments against socialism, such as that people are inherently greedy.
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